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Overview
This audit is for the AEdge Adobots Gen 1 NFT contract.

Project Summary

A deep logic smart contract audit is a human-driven code review that checks
all of the code business logic for bugs, mathematical errors, and security
risks. The audit verifies that the code honors the whitepaper. In addition, this
service includes mainnet testing and proactive communication with the
project owners to ensure full comprehension of the project to provide the
best possible code review quality.

What is a Deep Logic Audit?
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Overview

  Findings Resolved

Total Findings 16 16

High Security Fingings 2 2

Medium Security Fingings 1 1

High Logical Findings 0 0

Medium Logical Findings 1 1

Informational Findings 12 12

Findings Summary

ID Section Type Severity Page Status

ADG-01 AEdgeAdobotsGen1 Security High 7 Resolved

ADG-02 AEdgeAdobotsGen1 Security High 8 Resolved

ADG-03 AEdgeAdobotsGen1 Security Medium 9 Resolved

ADG-04 AEdgeAdobotsGen1 Logical Informational 10 Resolved

ADG-05 AEdgeAdobotsGen1 Logical Informational 11 Resolved

ADG-06 AEdgeAdobotsGen1 Logical Informational 12 Resolved

ADG-07 AEdgeAdobotsGen1 Logical Informational 13 Resolved
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Overview
Findings Summary

ID Section Type Severity Page Status

ADG-08 AEdgeAdobotsGen1 Logical Informational 14 Resolved

ADG-09 AEdgeAdobotsGen1 Logical Informational 15 Resolved

ADG-10 AEdgeAdobotsGen1 Logical Informational 16-18 Resolved

ADG-11 AEdgeAdobotsGen1 Logical Informational 19 Resolved

ADG-12 AEdgeAdobotsGen1 Logical Informational 20 Resolved

ADG-13 AEdgeAdobotsGen1 Logical Informational 21 Resolved

ADG-14 AEdgeAdobotsGen1 Logical Informational 22 Resolved

ADG-15 AEdgeAdobotsGen1 Logical Informational 23 Resolved

ERC-01 ERC721Tradable Logical Medium 26 Resolved
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Contract Addresses

Please ensure you are interacting with the correct contract addresses.

AEdgeAdobotsGen1
This contract has not been deployed yet. It will be updated in this audit report once
deployed and confirmed that it matches the audited code.



The Gnosis multisig address can't be used directly to deploy the contract on the
blockchain, and therefore is not the contract owner on deployment. The deploying
non-multisig address will need to explicitly call the transferOwnership function post-
deployment. If ownership is not transferred to the multisig address, the non-multisig
address will have unilateral control over the contract, and will be able to call all admin
functions unilaterally.

Recommendation
Call the _transferOwnership function with the Gnosis multisig address as the argument
in the constructor to ensure that the Gnosis multisig address is the contract owner
from deployment:

Audit Findings
AEdgeAdobotsGen1

ADG-01 - Security High Severity
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Resolution
The team has resolved this issue.

The multisig address is the contract owner on deployment.



The bulkRequire function currently allows the ether sent to the contract in the
transaction to be larger than the expected mint price. On its own, this is not an issue,
but it would require users to trust the dApp that is interacting with the smart contract
to send the correct amount (and not more) of ether from the user's address for the NFT
mint.

Recommendation
Change the bulkRequire function to only accept the exact amount of requested ether:

Audit Findings
AEdgeAdobotsGen1

ADG-02 - Security High Severity
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Resolution
The team has resolved this issue.

The bulkRequire function only allows the exact amount of ether sent for the minting.



The constructor arguments are helpful when testing, but when deploying the contract
to production for customer use, it is safer to replace the constructor arguments with
hardcoded values.
 
Recommendation
Replace the constructor arguments with the correct hardcoded values:

Audit Findings
AEdgeAdobotsGen1

ADG-03 - Security Medium Severity
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Resolution
The team has resolved this issue.

The constructor arguments have been replaced with hardcoded values.



Following ADG-03, the ROYALTY_MAX and ROYALTY_PERCENT state variables can be
deleted and simply replaced by a division by 10 in the royaltyInfo function to apply a
10% royalty fee.
 
Recommendation
Delete the ROYALTY_MAX and ROYALTY_PERCENT state variables, and change the
royaltyInfo function as follows:

Audit Findings
AEdgeAdobotsGen1

ADG-04 - Logical Information Severity
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Resolution
The team has resolved this issue.

The ROYALTY_MAX and ROYALTY_PERCENT state variables have been replaced with
simple division by 10 in the royaltyInfo function to apply a 10% royalty fee.



The immutable keyword should only be used for variables that are set at construction
time and cannot be modified after the contract has been constructed. Variables with a
fixed value at compile time should instead use the constant keyword.
 
Recommendation
Change the MINT_PRICE and WHITELIST_PRICE variables to constant:

Audit Findings
AEdgeAdobotsGen1

ADG-05 - Logical Information Severity
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Resolution
The team has resolved this issue.

The MINT_PRICE and WHITELIST_PRICE state variables have been changed to constant.



The supportsInterface function should return true for the IERC2981 interface.
 
Recommendation
Change the supportsInterface function as follows:

Audit Findings
AEdgeAdobotsGen1

ADG-06 - Logical Information Severity
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Resolution
The team has resolved this issue.

The supportsInterface function returns true for the IERC2981 interface.



The isWhitelisted function receives an address parameter that it does not use.

Recommendation
That function should be changed to either remove that parameter, or use it instead of
msg.sender:

Audit Findings
AEdgeAdobotsGen1

ADG-07 - Logical Information Severity
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Resolution
The team has resolved this issue.

The isWhitelisted function now uses the address parameter instead of msg.sender.



The _bulkRequire and ownerMint functions check for require(_totalMinted() + (num - 1)
< MAX_SUPPLY), when it simpler and more gas-efficient to check for
require(_totalMinted() + num <= MAX_SUPPLY).

Recommendation
Change the check in those two functions to require(_totalMinted() + num <=
MAX_SUPPLY):

Audit Findings
AEdgeAdobotsGen1

ADG-08 - Logical Information Severity
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Resolution
The team has resolved this issue.

The suggested code change has been applied.



The _mintedTokens variable duplicates information that is already maintained and
exposed by the ERC721A base contract through the _numberMinted function.

Recommendation
Remove the _mintedTokens variable and change the bulkRequire function to call the
_numberMinted function:

Audit Findings
AEdgeAdobotsGen1

ADG-09 - Logical Information Severity
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Resolution
The team has resolved this issue.

The _numberMinted function is now being used, and the _mintedTokens variable has
been removed.



The following functions simply duplicate view functionality of simple variables, and
can be removed to simplify the code: isWhitelistEnabled, getMaxSupply,
getMaxPerWallet, getMerkleRoot, and count.
 
Recommendation
Remove those functions and change the code as follows:

Audit Findings
AEdgeAdobotsGen1

ADG-10 - Logical Information Severity
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Code continued...

Audit Findings
AEdgeAdobotsGen1

ADG-10 - Logical Information Severity
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Audit Findings
AEdgeAdobotsGen1

ADG-10 - Logical Information Severity
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Resolution
The team has resolved this issue.

The suggested code change has been applied.



The MINT_PRICE and WHITELIST_PRICE state variables should be changed to public to
allow users easier visibility into the smart contract without having to read the code.
 
Recommendation
Change the MINT_PRICE and WHITELIST_PRICE state variables to public:

Audit Findings
AEdgeAdobotsGen1

ADG-11 - Logical Information Severity
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Resolution
The team has resolved this issue.

The MINT_PRICE and WHITELIST_PRICE state variables have been changed to public.



The getAddressTokens function repeats  some work unnecessarily, while reducing
code readability.
 
Recommendation
Change the getAddressTokens function to the following:

Audit Findings
AEdgeAdobotsGen1

ADG-12 - Logical Information Severity
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Resolution
The team has resolved this issue.

The suggested code change has been applied.



import "@openzeppelin/contracts/utils/Strings.sol";
using Strings for uint256;

The @openzeppelin/contracts/utils/Strings.sol import is unused and can be removed.
 
Recommendation
Delete the following lines of code:

Resolution
The team has resolved this issue.

The Strings.sol import and the reference to it have been removed.

Audit Findings
AEdgeAdobotsGen1

ADG-13 - Logical Information Severity
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The data variable in the withdrawAll function is unused and can be removed.
 
Recommendation
Remove the data variable in the withdrawAll function as follows:

Audit Findings
AEdgeAdobotsGen1

ADG-14 - Logical Information Severity
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Resolution
The team has resolved this issue.

The unused data variable has been removed.



The bulkRequire function is not used by any inheriting contract, and therefore its
visibilitiy can be changed from internal to private.
 
Recommendation
Change the visibility of the bulkRequire function to private:

Audit Findings
AEdgeAdobotsGen1

ADG-15 - Logical Information Severity
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Resolution
The team has resolved this issue.

The bulkRequire function has been changed to private.



Overview
AEdgeAdobotsGen1
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This contract implements the AEdge Adobots Gen 1 NFTs and their minting code. In
more technical terms, the contract implements the EIP-721: Non-Fungible Token
Standard. It also implements the EIP-2981: NFT Royalty Standard, adding royalty
information to NFT sales on supporting NFT marketplaces.

The WHITELIST_PRICE and MINT_PRICE publicly viewable variables contain the
prices in wei of minting NFTs using the whitelistMint and payToMint functions
respectively. Divide their values by 1000000000000000000 to get the price in
ETH.

The maxSupply publicly viewable variable contains the maximum number of NFTs
that can be minted. It defaults to 8192, which is the maximum value it can be set to.
The contract owner has admin powers to change this value.

The maxPerWallet publicly viewable variable contains the maximum number of
NFTs that each address can mint using the whitelistMint and payToMint functions.
It defaults to 6. The contract owner has admin powers to change this value.

The merkleRoot publicly viewable variable is used to determine the whitelisted
addresses that are allowed to call the whitelistMint function. The contract owner
has admin powers to change this value.

The WITHDRAW_ADDRESS publicly viewable variable contains the address that
the NFT minting funds can be withdrawn to from this contract.

The ROYALTY_RECEIVER publicly viewable variable contains the address that
would receive the 10% royalty fees from NFT marketplaces that support the EIP-
2981: NFT Royalty Standard.

https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-721
https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-2981
https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-2981


Overview
AEdgeAdobotsGen1
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The whitelistEnabled publicly viewable variable is true if the whitelistMint function
can be used, and is false if the payToMint function can be used. The contract owner
has admin powers to change this value.

The isMintingEnabled publicly viewable function is true if the whitelistMint and
payToMint functions can be used, and false otherwise. It is initially set to false, and
can be set to true using the setMintingEnabled(true) function call. However, if it is
set to false using the closeMinting function, it can never be set to true again. The
contract owner has admin powers to change the return value of this function.

The whitelistMint function allows only whitelisted users to mint up to a maximum
of maxPerWallet NFTs, paying the specified WHITELIST_PRICE in wei. The total
supply of NFTs cannot exceed maxSupply, which has a maximum value of 8192.

The payToMint function allows any user to mint up to a maximum of
maxPerWallet NFTs, paying the specified MINT_PRICE in wei. The total supply of
NFTs cannot exceed maxSupply, which has a maximum value of 8192.

The ownerMint function allows the contract owner to mint any number of NFTs to
any address. The total supply of NFTs cannot exceed maxSupply, which has a
maximum value of 8192. The contract owner has admin powers to call this
function.

The setBaseURI function can be used to change the URI that contains the NFT
metadata. The contract owner has admin powers to call this function.

The withdrawAll function can be used to withdraw all the ETH in the contract to the
WITHDRAW_ADDRESS. The contract owner has admin powers to call this function.

https://docs.opensea.io/docs/metadata-standards


To enable gasless operations triggered by OpenSea, this contract should override the
_msgSenderERC721A function instead of _msgSender. That is because this contract
inherits from ERC721A, which uses the _msgSenderERC721A function in its code (as
opposed to @openzeppelin/contracts/token/ERC721/ERC721.sol which uses
_msgSender).
 
Recommendation
Replace _msgSender with _msgSenderERC721A:

Audit Findings
ERC721Tradable

ERC-01 - Logical Medium Severity
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Resolution
The team has resolved this issue.

The _msgSender function has been replaced with _msgSenderERC721A.



Overview
ERC721Tradable
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This abstract contract implements the necessary code forked from the official
ProjectOpenSea GitHub repository to allow gasless transactions through the user's
OpenSea Delegate Proxy (implemented in the isApprovedForAll function override),
as well as through off-chain signatures on the OpenSea website (implemented in
the _msgSenderERC721A function override). 

https://github.com/ProjectOpenSea/opensea-creatures/blob/master/contracts/ERC721Tradable.sol


How to Interpret Findings

Security - High Severity

Indicates that users' funds are at risk or that there is a high
probability of exploitation.

Security - Medium Severity

No risk to the protocol or those who interact with it, however it
should be highlighted nonetheless.

Logical - High Severity

Indicates that the errors puts users' funds at risk, or can result in
significant functional failure in the code.

Logical - Medium Severity

Indicates some functional failure or discrepancy in the code.

Logical - Informational

Minor discrepancy between the intended functionality of the code
and the implementation, which does not result in functional failure,
or a recommendation to improve the logic.

Yellow Text

Indicates centralization of control and admin powers.
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The information in this deep logic audit report objectively describes
the smart contracts being audited, and points out logical and
mathematical errors, security risks and vulnerabilities, and
optimization opportunities in the audited code. This deep logic
audit does not ensure the correctness or authenticity of any
software or dApp that interacts with or claims to interact with any
smart contract.

This audit report does not constitute any advice whatsoever. You
are solely responsible for conducting your own due diligence and
consulting your financial advisor before making any investment
decisions. While our deep logic audits raise the level of security,
reliability, mathematical accuracy, and logical soundness of the
smart contracts reviewed, they do not amount to any form of
warranty or guarantee that the reviewed smart contracts are void
of any weaknesses, vulnerabilities, or bugs. Prisma Shield and its
founders, employees, owners, and associates are not liable for any
damage or loss of funds. Please ensure trust in the team prior to
investing as this deep logic audit does not guarantee the promised
use of your funds.

You can find the full disclaimer, terms and conditions, and privacy
policy on the prismashield.com website.

Disclaimer
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